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Write a sentence about each picture.(use the following words) (2.5) 

pyramid, tourist attraction, must, Takhte Jamshid 

 

   

…………………………………….. …………………………………….. …………………………………… 

  

……………………………………… ………………………………………........ 

 

Choose the best answer.(3) 

1. There are more than 100 …………..in Egypt.  

a) building b) airport c) pyramids d) Ancient wind towers 

2. Camels …………. travel across hot and dry deserts with little food and water. 



a) may  b) can  c) should d) must 

3. ………… tourists travel to different parts of their own country. 

a) foreigner b) domestic c) Iranian d) international 

4. ………...of Mashhad is a great destination for Muslim tourists. 

a) airport b) holy shrine c) tower d) pyramid 

5. when you have a cold, you ……………. drink cold water. 

a) can  b) cannot c) must  d) must not 

6. my family and I sleep ………. Midnight. 

a) in  b) on  c) at  d) b&c 

 

Rearrange the words and make sentences. (2 points) 

is- My dad- a-driver- careful.   ……………………………………….……………………........... 

kind- to- are- Iranian-travelers- hospitable- people- and    …………………………………………….. 

historical- Peru- and - countries- are- Chile.      ………………………………………………………... 

or- must- animals- hurt- plants- We- not.        …..……………………………………………………..... 

 

Match the definitions (1) 

Entertainment activities that people enjoy  

domestic  a set of similar things  

culture  relating to one country  

range  the way of life, especially the beliefs and behavior of a group of people 

 

 

 

Read the text and answer the questions.(2.5) 

 

This is Iran’s number-one tourist destination for good reason. For example Persian gardens 

and important Islamic buildings. Walking through the historic bazaar, over the bridges are 

sure to be highlights of your holiday. 

Such is Esfahan’s grandeur that it is easy to agree with the famous 16th-century half-

rhyme ‘Esfahan nesf-e jahan’ (Esfahan is half the world). We can rank ‘Isfahan among 

those rarer places, like Athens or Rome. 

There are, however, some elements to Esfahan. This is the country’s third-largest city, 

including steel factories and nuclear facility. Traffic jams are also a regular occurrence. 

Write T for true and F for false. 

Esfahan is the country’s second-largest city 

http://lonelyplanet.com/iran


We can rank ‘Isfahan among those rarer places, like France. 

 

Answer the questions. 

What is the famous half-rhyme for Esfahan? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

What can tourists do in Esfahan? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

What are other elements in Esfahan? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Goodluck. 

 


